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maniktala has been associated with power supply design
for a long time, having worked at intel for a year in the

mid 1990s. he has also been a frequent contributor to pa,
and his work has garnered him a number of prestigious

awards. he's a long-time member of the board of pa, and
has been a co-chair of the electronic design forum for a
number of years. maniktala is working on a new book on
wireless charging now, so it's no surprise to see him on

this topic. the book is based on his the world's best
wireless charging book, published by mcgraw-hill

professional in march 2013. it was reviewed in the march
2014 issue of pa, and the reviewer described it as a very
approachable book, despite its high technical level. the
book does a good job of explaining how the physics of
wireless charging work, and provides practical design
guidelines. maniktala was a frequent contributor to pa

back in the 1990s, often with discussions about switching
power supplies. his articles on switching power supplies
were always very well-written, and his book is a great

example of this. maniktala's book is good, but i'd
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recommend getting the second edition as there have
been substantial changes to the chapters and the

information is updated. the new edition is a lot more
thorough on the latest designs and has the latest

information on sige bjts and advanced harmonic control
techniques. sanjaya maniktala is technical director, poe,

at broadcom--a revenue networking semiconductor
company. he has held lead engineering and managerial
positions in india, singapore, and germany as well as in
the u.s. mr. maniktala is the author of switching power

supply design & optimization (mcgraw-hill, 2004).
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where, as usual, t = 1/f, with f being the switching
frequency. this differs just a little from k because this new
parameter is one-half of k (since k = 2 l ). it turns out that

l is actually a rather nice, physically valid parameter to
use in switching power supplies, because it indicates how

things scale per the switching frequency, in a manner
quite similar to the current ripple ratio r. for example, if,

expressing everything in terms of l , we double the
frequency, that is, we halve the time period t, we

intuitively realize we should halve the inductanceto keep
the normalized time constant fixed. extensively revised

throughout, switching power supply design &
optimization, second edition, explains how to design

reliable, high-performance switching power supplies for
today's cutting-edge electronics. the book covers modern
topologies and converters and features new information
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on designing or selecting bandgap references,
transformer design using detailed new design charts for

proximity effects, buck efficiency loss teardown diagrams,
active reset techniques, topology morphology, and a

meticulous ac-dc front-end design procedure. extensively
revised throughout, switching power supply design &
optimization, second edition, explains how to design

reliable, high-performance switching power supplies for
today's cutting-edge electronics. the book covers modern
topologies and converters and features newinformation

on designing or selecting bandgap references,
transformer design using detailed new design charts for

proximity effects, buck efficiency loss teardown diagrams,
active reset techniques, topology morphology, and a

meticulous ac-dc front-end design procedure. 5ec8ef588b
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